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SUMMARY: We discuss the expuirncntaI methodology and presuit the resula of several ucperimuirs on h e onset and
growth of instabilities in stratified shear flow. Our results include the assessment of the effcctive diffusivity prior to the
type instability and the measurement of the velocity fieid. This allows us to
development of the Kelvin-Heimhola (K-H)
detennine that the onset of the instability takes place when the Richardson numbcr is close to 0.25, this value slightly
decrcasing with increasinj initial interface thickness. Ttie formation of a fine layered structurc at &e interface is suggesttd by dcnsity profiles takcn immediately aftcr the generation of K-H biilows, but the size of the full inteñace as well
as the layers thcmscives decrease in the following few seconds. We hypothesize rhat the time scale of the K-Hbillows
in our laboratory experiments is so short that there is no time for addad Nxing to furrher dimibute and smoothen the initiai layer smcturc.
Key wordx stratified shear flow, Kelvin-Helmholtz instab'ility, layer structure.

Thorpe (1971) did the fmt detailed comparison
of the theory of instábiíity üteory h r stratified shear
flow with experiments. His experiments consisted in
characterizing the onset and growth of instabilities
in tanks filled with two or more layers of fluid and
subsequently tilted a small angle from the horizontaI. In his seminal work Thorpe carefully studied the
development and growth of Kelvin-Helmholtz (KH) type disturbances, or class C disturbances
according to Benjamin's (1963) classification, at the
layer interfaces. One of Thorpe's hypotheses was
that the instabilities will result in the production of a
layer of mixed fluid. He made an attempt at exam*Received June 20,2000.Accepted Octobcr 23,2000.

ining the temporal variation of the layer thickness of
this mixed portion but his results were inconclusive.
Later on Thorpe (1973), in a nview of laboratory studies of mixing in stabie stratifid Nuicis,
inspected available evidence on the evolution of the
interface following the onset of the instabiities. He
indicated that during the early stages of turbulence
the interface grows rapidly and its stnicture is very
variable, with very large density gradients and
inversions. As time pases the interface thickness
decreases and the density gradients and inversions
become smaller. At the later stages the density gradient over the interface is aimost constant but there
are some micro-layers in the cenbral region, better
visible in a shadowgraph than on the density profile.
Turner (1973) examined Thorpe's experiments
and, despite the above conflicting evidence, sugEXPERIMENTS ON LAYER FORMATION 117

gested that the interface should become well rnixed
after the growth of the instabilities. Turner wmed
about the possibility that the final density profile
observed by Thoqe may be due either to the continuous acceleration of the flow, leading to the generation of new instabilities in the bounding interfaces, or to side effects, with turbulence generated
at the solid boundaries continuously mixing both
layers. Tumer's hypothesis was supported by a
number of atmospheric observations on the life
cycle of K-H biiows and the way these biliows
cause the vertical temperature gradient to evolve
(Scorer, 1969; Browning and Watkins, 1970).
Pelegrí and San@ (1998) have recently proposed a mechanism for the fommion of mixed layers in stratified shear flow, which operates according
to Turner7s (1973) insight ( s e also Pelegn' and
Csanady, 1994; Pele@ et al., 1999; Rodríguez-Santana et d.,2001). Pelegrí and San& assumed that
mixing develops at the interface when tbe gradient
Richardson number falls below a critica1 value.
They showed that the staticaliy very stable interface
is a dynamically unstable region because of the
strong veldty shear across it. A key point in their
modelis the incorporarion of an equatian that simulates the fact that turbulence, once generated, will
last for some characteristic h e even if the subcriticaI conditions disappear. Pelegrí and San@ (1998)
were able to nurneridy simulate the conversion of
an initial sharp interface into a mixed layer with
adjacent siiarp km-aces, and the progressive spiitting of these interfaces leading to the fomation of a
staircasetypestnicture.
In Chis work we wilI present the experimental
setup and the resuits of several experiments that
have been done to examine the evolution of the
sheared interface. Our measurements essentially
reproduce eariy efforts by Thorpe (1969, 197 1,
1973) and other authors, illustrating the development and growth of K-H type instabilities. The
experimental apparatus is considerably higher than
&e one u&- by T h q e (1971), w i l the p ~ r s ~f
e
diminishing the side effects. We will pay particular
attention to measuriag the temporai evolution of
the velocity in both layers, allowing us to determine the criticai gradient Richardson number.
Another contribution from this work is the assessment of the effective diffusivity prior to the development of the K-Htype instabilities, a . important
vaiue iÍ we wish to make any cornparison 'bemeen
our resulis and Pelegrí ami Sangra's (1998) numerical predictions.

FIG.l. - Notarion for thc theory of motion.

THEORY OF MOTION
Let us consider the motion of a stratified fluid
from a state of rest between parallel planes,
z = rF HE,inciined at an angle to the horizontal
(Thorpe, .1971). The -presente of boundaries is
ignored and the x and y axes are taken parallel to the
lateral walis (Fig. 1). The density of the fluid, p, is
assumed to depend on the z coordinate done and, in
accordance witb observations, the velocity (u, O, 0)
is taken as parallel to the boundaries, a function of
height z and time t . For s'mpiiciry we s M suppose
that the fluid is inviscid and neglect any dependence
with the horizontal position. The equations of
motion are:

and

where p is pressure and g is the gravity acceleration.
The soiution to these equations is

after having used the condition u(t=O) = O.
siice the q j & m e n t ~ l t m h is C I Q t ~h e is
~
net flux across any COIlstant x plane so
H12

Judt=o.
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Combining equations (3) and (4) leads to

(4)

Substitution back into equation (3) gives:

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Experimental setup

Ir p= po(l-L$fW, where p, and A are constan&,
A« 1, andflz) = ---z) is of order one, then (6) may
be appmximated by

In our experiments the density proñie is produced by aiiowiug diffusion to occur for a time z
across an initiaily sharp interface that separates two
homogeneous layers of bnne and fresh water, with
equal depths. The density distribution in the tank
after a time t is given by

provided that H >> 4(Kz)lR.The upper (fresh water)
l a y a has unifonn density po(l-A) and the lower
(brine water) layer has a unifom density p,,(l+A),
and K is the molecular difisivity of salt in water.
With this density distribution and A < d , t«z, equation (7) may be appmximated by
r-

\

nie apparatus is a closed rectanguiar mnk with
interna1 dirnensions of 300 cm in length, 35 cm in
height and 10 cm in width, and made of 0.8 cm thick
glass (Fig. 2). Tbe height of the apparatus is considerably greater than the one origUiaUy used by Thorpe (1971), which was of only 10 cm in height. One
end is fitted with a aibe that aliows inlet and draining, and a plate that serves to arrest the infiow with
the objective of reducing mixing while fdling is
done. The top has two other holes: one, located at
the same end as the tube used to fiii the tank, that
ailows air to leave, and another one located in the
middle to aüow conductivity-temperatnre (C-T) and
velocity sensm to make proñles.
The tank is braced by a support system to prevent
sagging and to aUow pivoting m u n d a horizontal
axis located at a distance of 24 cm klow its center.
The ends of the tank are held with ridges, one of
tbem of variable height to allow for changing the
inclination angle.
The water is left to stand for some time, usually
24 hours, to remove air bubbles and to get a uniform
temperature before using it to fill the tank. The tank
is fiiied in a slightly inclined position, at about 1"
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FXG.2. - Schematics of die experimental apparanis.

from the horizontal. The fresh water is first introduced at the lower end and the bnne (and dyed)
solution is next introduced, allowing it to slowly m
under the f m h water. The slight inclination reduces
mixing that o t h d s e wouid o e u r due to the downward slide of the brine solution. Filling is continued
until the interface between the water and the h e
reaches the middie of the rectangular tank, usually
taking about 40-60 minutes. While filiing is done
the lo tank inclination is changed from one side to
the other in order to help air leave.
After filling is finished the hole for releasing the
air is closed and the tank recovers the horizontal
position. At this point a video film of the experiment
is started. The C-Tsensor rnakes a fmt profile, very
slowly such that the pemirt,ation of the interface is
minimized (about 16 s to profile a height of 30 cm),
and is left ready for a second profile. The tube is
rapidly tiited a s d l angle, &e layers accelerate in
opposite directions, and the second C-T prolile is

rapidly done (les than 5 s for the whole profile).
The C-T profile is done either before or after the
development of h e Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities,
depending on the objective of the expeñment, but
before the return wave (produced by reflection at the
end of the tank) reaches the sarnpling position.
In most experiments the fractional density difference between the two fluids, A, was chosen to be
0.085. In those experiments where A was rnuch
smaller the instability deveioped only when using
large tilting angles, with the consequent difficulty of
making the profdes and control the experiment.
Even with this relatively large fractional density difference it is necessary to have a rather shasp interface to obtain a high velocity shear that produces a
growing instability in a short period of time. The
sharp interface was attained through the slow initial
filling of the brine solution, using the technique
described above, but reducing h e total filling time
such that difksion is minhbd.

Pmfder Description
Two different instnunents are used: a micro-sale

C-Ts m s r (?SE mdtl 125 ? - m
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~y acoustic doppler velocity (Sontek modeI ADV).
Two hportant aspects of these sensors are their srnall
sampling size and mpid samphg me. The head of

the C-Tsensor samples over a distanct l e s than 0.1
mm,its samphg fresuesicy is 800 Hz fm conducíivity and 143 Hz for kmperature. Ilie velocity sensor
simples over a volume approximately 6 mm in diameter and its maximum sampling rate is 25 Hz.

The pmfiler consists of a mechanical gear used
to introduce the C-T and velocity sensors into the
tank. The mechanical paxt con&ts in a stepper
*-A
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are attacheú (Fig. 3). The stepper motor is controlled through a personal computer, and the data
measured with the sensors is also transferred to the
computer (Fig. 4).
The stepper motor aims step by step, as the
motor driver receives a square wave signd input.
This means that the numkr of rotations, as weil as
the velocity of the motor, is p e r f d y controlied

FE. 4, - Schematics of the data acquisition systtm.

through the frequency of the input signal. The step
per motor tums a screw comected to a lineal guide
through a nut designed to minimize friction and horizontal movements. In this manner the sensors,
' attached to the guide, have a very good vertical resolution. This resolution was determined, through a
catetometer, to be approximately 0.1 m.
The software is designed to take temperature and
conductivity data as the motor driver receives the
square wave signal or, equivalently, as the motor
tums each step. Since each step means verticai distaixx (qpxima:e!y V.!M m=) thüs yivmdes 4 p i e
file of these variables against depth.

(a) inilial profile.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Figure 5 illustrates the four principal steps in any
experiment as seen wiíh pictures taken with the
video camera: an initial density proñie, tilting of the
tank and flow acceleration, onset and growth of the
K-H instabiiities, and a final density profile. Several specific measurements done during the expenments are discussed next.

Effectíve diffusivity
As the experiment is set up the interface between
h e two fiuid layers wíll become cliffused. If the'tank
is filled very carefully, such that no turbulence is
in&c& the ~iiff~ffiisi~n
i'; a ~ Q ~ P C pr^-psQ ! ~ md_h e
only important parameter will be the h e reguired
to fill the tank with the brine solution (some 20-30
min), what we couid cal1 the diffusive time T. In this
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order (K7)IR,where K = 1.4 x 1O-9 m2S-' is the moled a r diffusivity of salt (Batchelor, 1967).
In practice, however, the salt diffusivity during
the experimental setup wiil be larger than the molecuiar value because of the generation of a small
amount of turbulence when introducing the fluids.
To estimate this laboxatory molecular difhisivity we
have made severa¡ measurements of the density profile after filling the tanks, as weii as additional measurements on the evolution of the &nsity profiíe in
cylindrid containers initially filled with a twolaya solution. We have found tha! the best adjustment to the obsemations, using a density disaibution given by equation (8), correspon& to a iaboratory diffusivity of 2.2 x 10-8m2s-',
or equivalently, to
the following approximate equation for h e interface
thickness:
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FIG. 5.

- Picnms of pMQpal stcps in an cxptrrment as obtaimd
with the ndco camem

This equation shows that, after filling the tank,a
reasonable estimate of the interface thickness is 5
m. Figure 6 compares one actual density profile
prior to tilting the tank, as detennined from the con-

In laboratory experim&ts; however, it is usual to
use instead the iniáal Richardson number, defined in
terms of the thickness of the initial interface 6z, the
density across the interface Ap, and the velocity difference across the interface U, as follows:

A detailed description of the generation of shear
instability and its dependence on h e initial Richardson number is available in a number of review
papers, such as Thorpe (1987), Gregg (1987) and
Fernando (1991).
The instability at the interface develops at about
the same time aii aiong tñe centrai porcion of h e
mbe. As indicated by Thorpe (1971, 1973) the K-H
type instabilities grow very rapidly in time until they
break. Both the time required for the instabiiity to
break and the size of the instability are inversely
proportional to the density gradient at the interface,
i-e. by increasing the thiclaiess of the initial interface
the K-H instabilities become larger and take longer
to break.
Figure 8a illustrates the iineal relation present
between the thiclmess of the initial interface and the
time at which the K-Hinstability occurs. With the

help of velocity measurements (Fig. 7) we may draw
a relationship between the thickness of the initial
interface and the Richardson number at the onset of
the instability. The Richardson number is calculated
following equation (13), with the initial density difference, the size of the interface prior to the instability as given by equation (lo), and the velocity difference according to equation (11). Figure 8b shows
that the relationship between the thicknessof the initia1 interface and the Richardson number gives a
critica1 value close to 0.25, although this vaiue
appears to be inversely related to the size of the initial interface.

Layer stnicture
The instabiiity produces a very rapid movement
of the fluids near the interface, bringing the heavier
fluid up and vice versa, causing the appearance of
some regions of near~homogeneousaensity 'bounded by inversions (Fig. 9a). This movement, however, appears to not produce a definitive mixture of all
fluids involved, and as time pases the fluids are
sorted out by their own density. It is important to
note that sampling is limited by the time that it takes
for a wave reflected at the end of the tank to reach
its central poríion, typicdy of the order of 10 s.
One strikjng aspect is that the size of the interface, defined as the region where density has suffered a significant modification, is much larger
immediately after the generation of the K-H insta-
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FIG.9. - Conducrivity profiles (a) haif

a secaid afrer the onset of thc

K-Hinstabiiity and @) seven scconds afta tbe onser of the K-H

instability.

bilities than a few seconds later. After a few seconds
tfie interface thickness has reduced and any layered
structure is of much smalier size than the original
near-homogeneous regions (Fig. 9b). This feature
was already noticed by Thorpe (1973) and was
ascribed to possible lateral side effects. In our experiments the vertical size of the tank is much larger
and the results are strikíngly similar, both in terrns of
the temporal and vertical evolution of the interface.
This confirrns that ihe upper and lower wails do not
control the redistribution of the density layers.
We hypothesize that the final density stnicture
depends on the existente of other mechanims capable of pducing additional mixing while the inversions are present, before the water layers have time
lo sort out by density. h the type of experiments
here presented the K-H instabiilities are very small
and fast, and it is dfl~cultto think of other mechanisrns that can induce sufficient co1lateral mixing. h
geophysical fiows, however, the K-H instabilities
may be suffiáentiy large in size and time that other
mixing processes become important.

CONCLUSIONS
We have pwented an experimental methodology
and apparatus to examine the onset md growth of KH instability in stratified shear flow. Our results
resembie previous experimental effarts by Thoxpe
(1969,1971,1973) but include the assessment of the
effective diffusivity prior to the development of the
K-H instability and the measmrnent of the velocity
field. From these resdts we can better quantify the
conditions for the onset of the K-H instability. This
t u m s out to take place when the Richardson number
is close to 0.25, although this value appears to
slightly decrease with an increasing thickness of the
initial interface.
OUT results do not reproduce the large layer
smicture proposed by Turner (1973) or, more
recently, by Pelegn' and San@ (1998). We hypothesize that the final structure must depend on the time
available for other m k h g processes to take place,
while K-H biiiows are active and before the water
iayers are sorted out by their own density.
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